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Executive Summary 
 
The 1.18 hectare property is located at the corner of Crozier and Scott Street in the Town of 
Grand Valley, County of Dufferin.  The majority of the subject site is presently a vacant 
field, with the exception of an existing dwelling and driveway on the property fronting Scott 

Street.  The existing single family dwelling is proposed to be demolished as part of the 
proposed onsite works. 
 

The proposed works are to include a residential development consisting of both townhouse 
and single detached dwellings serviced by a private road.  
 

One service connection for water and sanitary sewer will be required to service the internal 
site, both connected from existing municipal infrastructure located in Scott Street.  Each of 
the townhouse units are proposed to be serviced with individual connections to the internal 
private infrastructure.  The four lots fronting Scott Street are proposed to be severed and 

will be serviced with individual connections.  An internal hydrant provides adequate flow and 
pressure as per MOE and municipal guidelines for firefighting supply.  Review of the sanitary 
and water services in the Town indicate there may be capacity issues; serviceability for the 

proposed development is unknown until the additional flows/demands are added to the 
exiting municipal infrastructure model. 
 
The internal storm sewer on the site is proposed to be sized for the 100-year storm event 

and will discharge to the proposed stormwater management facility.  There are two 
proposed options for storm outlet from the facility that are to be considered.  The first 
option is to infiltrate all of the stormwater from the site and the second option is to pump 

stormwater to an existing storm sewer on Crozier Street. 
 
The stormwater management strategy consists of quality control provided by an oil/grit 
separator and a underground stormwater tank to attenuate various storm events up to the 

100-year.  Stormwater will either be infiltrated or pumped to the existing storm sewer on 
Crozier Street. 
 

Review of the draft Geotechnical Report indicates that native soils are conducive to 
infiltration and that infiltration is recommended onsite to restore the pre-development water 
balance.  A water balance can be provided through the use of soak away pits and/or an end 
of pipe infiltrating facility. 

 
Agencies shall review and approve this brief as a suitable approach to proceed for detailed 
design for site plan approval. 
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Disclaimer 
 
This Servicing Strategy Report was prepared by Meritech Engineering for Damadaro (Euclid) 
Inc.  The comments, recommendations and materials presented in this report reflect our 
best judgement in light of the information available at the time of preparation.  Except for 

approval and commenting municipalities and agencies in their review and approval of this 
project, any use which a third party makes of this report, or any reliance upon, or decisions 
as a result of, are the responsibility of such third parties.  Meritech Engineering accepts no 

responsibility for damages suffered by any third party, other than an approval or 
commenting municipality or agency, as a result of decisions made or actions taken based on 
this report.  

 

Use and Reproduction of This Document 
 

No part of this report may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or transcribed in any 
form, or by means including electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording and scanning 
without the prior written approval of the author. 

 

For Further Information 
 
For further information regarding this report please contact the author at the following 
address: 
 

Meritech Engineering 
Attention:  Mr. Ian S. Robertson, P.Eng. 
Director of Engineering 

1315 Bishop Street North, Suite 202 
Cambridge, ON N1R 6Z2 
t (519) 623-1140 

f (519) 623-7334 
email: ianr@meritech.ca 
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Background 
 
The following documents were reviewed and their conclusions and recommendations 
incorporated into the Functional design.  These documents comprise the Design Criteria for 
the project.   

 
Engineering Standards – Town of Grand Valley, 2016 
This manual provides design guidelines for servicing and grading of developments.   

 
Stormwater Management Planning and Design Manual, Ministry of the Environment, 2003  
This manual provides guidelines on the planning and design of stormwater management 

facilities in Ontario.   
 
Greater Golden Horseshoe Area Conservation Authority Erosion & Siltation Control Guideline 
for Urban Construction, December 2006 
This document describes the methodology for determining the erosion potential of a site 
and the measures that should be undertaken to mitigate construction disturbance. 
 

Preconsultation  
Comments from the Town of Grand Valley have been incorporated into the following 
chapter ‘Objectives and Criteria’. 
 

Geotechnical 
Chung and Vander Doelen Engineering have been retained to complete a geotechnical study 
for this site.  Review of geotechnical investigation suggests that some areas of the site are 

suitable for infiltration.  Select pages of the geotechnical report have been included in 
Appendix D. 
 
Reconnaissance  
A topographic survey of the property has not been completed at the time of this report. 
 
Meritech staff have yet to visit the site in order to verify existing drainage patterns of the 

site and adjacent properties, to confirm existing infrastructure surrounding the site, and to 
make note of all aboveground features on neighbouring properties.  Shown in Figure 2 are 
existing conditions as of date. This will be completed as part of our base plan walk once a 
topographic survey for the site is complete. 
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Figure 2: Existing Conditions via Scott Street 

 

Objectives and Criteria 
 
This section outlines the objectives and criteria for the wide variety of issues considered in 
this report; the following Discussion section will demonstrate how the objectives presented 

have been achieved and how the criteria are met. 
 

Sanitary Servicing 
 
The Town is currently serviced by the existing Grand Valley Wastewater Treatment Plant 
which was commissioned in July 2011.  At that time, the treatment plan had an average 

daily flow rating of 1,244m³, designed for a population of 2,950.  
  
R.J. Burnside prepared a Technical Memo to the Town in May 2014 providing an assessment 

of available capacity at the wastewater treatment plant.  The update included details on the 
population demands, wastewater flows and the capability of the treatment plant to 
accommodate future planned developments.  This Memo indicated that the existing plant 
will need to be upgraded to manage future flow and capacity requirements.  

 
The subject property is within the existing town service boundary and an existing 200mm 
sanitary sewer is located on Scott Street which can service the site.  The Memo indicates 

that future development areas will drain into the existing sanitary sewer network that 
services the subject property and future upgrades to the gravity sanitary sewer are 
proposed. 
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Water Servicing 
 
There are two objectives regarding water servicing: provide domestic water supply as per 
Provincial, and municipal requirements, and ensure that an adequate fire-fighting water 
supply is available as per Ontario Building Code and other municipal requirements. 

 
A Technical Memo retained by R.J. Burnside & Associates Limited completed in May 2014 
reflects recent historical water demands and wastewater flows, incorporate amendments 

undertaken to the Town’s Official Plan.  The Memo outlines the existing water supply system 
consisting of 3 wells; Cooper Street Pumphouse wells (PW1 and PW2) which do not operate 
at the same time and the Melody Lane Pumphouse well (PW3).  The well supply has a 

maximum capacity of 2,944m3/day and a firm capacity of 1,963 m3/day.  A water tower with 
a storage capacity of 1,600m3 and high water level of 519.3m located off County Road 25, 
north of Fife Road functions as part of the distribution system water storage and 
supplements the well supply during high demand periods.  

 
The existing and future water service demands were analysed by R.J. Burnside  and it was 
determined that the existing infrastructure would not be able to meet the future demand 

and that additional water supply, treatment, and storage be implemented to meet the future 
requirements.  The Memo recommends the construction of a new water tower, with similar 
capacity and storage to the existing tower, at the south end of the Town to accommodate 
the future demands of the Town.  

 
The subject property is within the existing town service boundary and existing 150mm 
watermains are located on both Crozier and Scott Street which can service the site. 

 

Storm Servicing 
 

The primary objective with respect to storm servicing is that a storm sewer system servicing 
the site can be constructed as per MOECC and the Town of Grand Valley standards.  The 
subject property currently drains to a localized low point on Scott Street where water is 

conveyed to an existing storm catchbasin.  Plan/Profile information obtained from the Town 
does not show any storm sewer on Scott Street.  Until such time this catchbasin on Scott 
Street can be confirmed by the Town as a suitable stormwater outlet it will not be proposed 

as an outlet for the development. 
 

Stormwater Management 
 
Stormwater techniques have evolved considerably in the past 20 years.  Peak flow control is 
not necessarily the only component of a complete stormwater management solution.  In 

accordance with Section 5.2.1 of the MOE manual, modern techniques include a ‘treatment-
train’ approach of lot-level controls, water balance and infiltration, and water quality 
enhancement.  The proposed SWM facility will be designed to provide the required level of 
control as per the requirements of the Ministry of the Environment (MOE), Grand River 

Conservation Authority (GRCA) and Town of Grand Valley. 
 
The stormwater criteria has yet to be established for this development. 
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The site is proposed to be serviced by an internal storm sewer system discharging to a 
stormwater management facility to provide the required quality and quantity control.  Two 

options for the ultimate outlet from the site will be presented in a later section. 
  

Water Budget and Infiltration 
 
It is anticipated that the GRCA will require water budget calculations to demonstrate that 
the annual average pre-development infiltration rate is maintained on the site.  
 

A review of the geotechnical report suggests that some areas of the site are suitable for 
infiltration. 
 

Grading and Drainage 
 
The primary purpose of the grading on the site is to accommodate the proposed 

development, allowing surface flows to sufficiently drain away from proposed buildings and 
discharge via storm sewer or overland flow to a proposed stormwater management facility 
located at the lowest point. 

 

Utilities 
 
The following utility companies are required to confirm their ability to service the 
development: 

• Orangeville Hydro 

• Bell Canada 

• Rogers Cable 

• Union Gas 
 

Discussion 
 

Site Design 
 

The proposed development consists of a mix of lots for townhomes and single detached 
dwellings.  The lot frontages for the detached residential dwellings will range from 35 to 50 
feet along a proposed private condo road connecting to Scott Street.  The townhomes are 
proposed to have dual frontages, a roof top terrace facing Crozier Street and driveway 

entrance from the proposed internal road.  An area located in the south east corner of the 
subject site has been proposed for a stormwater management facility to treat stormwater 
runoff. 

 
The site configuration is shown in the Conceptual Site Plan in Appendix A.  The conceptual 
servicing and grading plan shown in Appendix B provides a high level detail regarding the 
grading and servicing intents on the site.  
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Sanitary Servicing 
 
An existing residential dwelling on the property is serviced by a municipal sanitary 
connection via Scott Street.  A new sanitary service connection from the existing 200mm 
sewer will be located on Scott Street and will provide the required gravity sanitary sewer 

drainage for the internal site.  The proposed lots fronting Scott Street are to be severed and 
will be serviced with individual connections. 
 

Based on the unit counts provided by the Conceptual Site Plan, post-development peak 
flows were used by applying peaking factors to the average day demands shown in Table 1. 
The design criteria of the Town of Grand Valley and the Ministry of the Environment were 

used for the determination of sanitary flows leaving the site.  The flows were calculated 
based on total development area and the proposed number of units which were combined 
to provide a total site peak flow discharge. 
 

Unit Type Flow Area Design Flow 
(L/s) 

Peaking 
Factor 

Peak Flow 
(L/s) 

Residential - 
Singles 

450L/cap/day 12 units x 
4ppu 

0.25 4.0 1.0 

Residential - 
Towns 

450L/cap/day 12 units x 
4ppu 

0.25 4.0 1.0 

Infiltration 0.20L/s/ha 1.18 0.24 - 0.24 

     Total: 2.24 

 
Table 1: Average Daily Flows 

 
The proposed development of 12 townhouses and 12 single detached units will generate 
peak flows of approximately 2.24 L/s.  This peak flow rate is about 7% of the capacity of 
the 200mm diameter sewer servicing the site.  Further details of this calculation are shown 

in Appendix C.  The Conceptual Grading and Servicing Plan in Appendix B shows a layout 
that can adequately service the development. 
 

Water Servicing 
 

The site is proposed to be serviced by a single watermain connection from Scott Street.  
The proposed internal watermain is 150mm diameter which will be connected to an internal 
hydrant.  Individual 25mm watermain service connections will supply each of the individual 
townhomes and single family homes.  The proposed lots fronting Scott Street are proposed 

to be severed and will be serviced with individual connections.  The Site Servicing Plan is 
included to show the proposed watermains for the development. 
 

An internal hydrant is required, as the straight-line distance between the closest existing 
hydrant and the furthest main building entrance exceeds the Ontario Building Code (OBC) 
maximum of 90 metres.   
 

Watermain junction modeling information or a flow test is required to determine the 
available water supply at the hydrant closest to the site.  The site borders water noddle 
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junctions J-11, J-12, and J-13.  A single watermain connection is proposed from Scott Street 
between J-11 and J-12.  This information will be used to demonstrate that the water 

distribution system and proposed internal water system is able to provide domestic supply 
and fire protection. 
 

Storm Servicing  
 
The site is proposed to be serviced by an internal storm sewer system, designed for the 

100-year storm event which will discharge to a stormwater management facility to provide 
the required quality and quantity control.  The purpose of the oversized storm sewer is to 
collect runoff in all storm events from the internal road and re-direct flows to the 

stormwater management facility. 
 
There are two options that can be further explored to outlet the stormwater from the 
proposed stormwater management facility. 

 
Option 1 
 

The infiltration of all stormwater onsite through the use of an underground infiltration 
gallery located within the stormwater management block.  Stormwater that has entered the 
stormwater management facility will have been pre-treated by an oil-grit separator (OGS) 
and peak flows will be attenuated in the pond/tank.  In order to reduce the impacts of local 

groundwater mounding it is proposed that discharge to the infiltration galleries be controlled 
to create a longer ponding drawdown time.  This design will require close work with a 
hydrogeologist to determine the appropriate depth of the gallery. 

 
Option 2 
 
A viable storm sewer outlet is available on Crozier Street; however, there is a ±5m grade 

change from the lowest point on the site.  Similar to the previous option, stormwater that 
has entered the stormwater management facility will have been pre-treated by an OGS and 
peak flows will be attenuated in the pond/tank.  A small pump and forcemain will be 

connected to the tank and discharge water to the existing storm sewer.  The pumped 
discharge from the facility can be at a nominal rate to achieve a long drawdown time in 
order to ensure the existing sewers would have capacity for the additional flows.  The storm 
forcemain is proposed to run along the rear of lots 19 and 18 and then directed along the 

proposed road eventually connecting to an existing storm structure along Crozier Street. 
 
There is some concern with the function of this facility in the event of a power failure.  In 

order to address these concerns, the onsite stormwater management facility is proposed to 
be sized for the 100-year storm event assuming no outflow from the facility.  In a power 
failure during a large storm event, the facility would simply remain full until power can be 
restored. 
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Stormwater Management 
 
The following sections detail the overall stormwater management strategy for the site.  A 
final stormwater management plan will be detailed in a Stormwater Management Report 
submitted under separate cover. 

 

Water Quantity 
 

Runoff from the site and external lands are directed through the storm sewer system to the 
underground storage facility.  Flows are then attenuated in all design storm events.  The 
total volume required to attenuate the 100-year storm is provided in the system.  Therefore 

the plan as presented is adequate to provide for the stormwater management requirements.  
 
The stormwater management facility meets the water quantity targets by attenuating peak 
flows leaving the site for the requisite storm events.  A Stormwater Management Report will 

describe this in more detail.   
 

Water Quality 
 
Although stormwater management criteria have yet to be established for the site it is 
anticipates that an Enhanced Level of quality treatment will be required.  The site will be 

designed to meet this by implementing an OGS immediately before the proposed 
underground storage tank/pond.  The use of an OGS unit dramatically reduces the total 
suspended solids (TSS) from the stormwater. 

 
Water Balance, Infiltration, and Groundwater 
 
Preliminary review of the geotechnical study indicates that shallow groundwater is present 

across the site.  In order to ensure that basements are not impacted by high groundwater 
table, the areas of infiltration are set back from proposed building envelopes.  
 

Preliminary review of the draft geotechnical report indicates that native soils in some areas 
of the site are conducive to infiltration. Infiltration rate in the more ideal infiltrating areas is 
50mm/hr.  Infiltration of stormwater is proposed in those areas. 
 

A water balance can be provided through the use of lot level soak away pits and/or an end-
of-pipe infiltrating facility.  Lot level soak away pits located on the rear yards of walk-out 
lots collect surface flow stormwater discharge from those lots. 

 

Grading and Drainage 
 

The grading on the site is to accommodate the proposed development, allowing sufficient 
drainage away from proposed buildings and discharge via storm sewer or overland flow the 
proposed stormwater management facility located at the lowest point on the site along 

Scott Street.  Proposed grading on the site will allow for the existing drainage patterns 
onsite to be maintained.  Retaining walls and the use of rear yard grading designs will work 
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together to significantly reduce the existing grade changes on the site making it more 
feasible for the proposed type of development.  

 
Grading within the municipal right of way along Crozier Street is not anticipated.  Grading 
along Scott Street to accommodate the 4 single detached lots fronting Scott Street is 
anticipated. 

 
In the geotechnical study completed for the site groundwater was noted in 4 of the 13 
boreholes on site varying in elevation with the topography of the site ranging from 3.3 to 

4.9m below existing grade. Along the northern property boundary there is proposed to be a 
retaining wall ±6m tall. Excavation for the installation of the retaining wall will likely breach 
the local water table and dewatering will be required. The design of the retaining wall and 
the extent of the dewatering activities will be evaluated in detailed design. 

 

Site Erosion and Sediment Control 
 
Construction activities can cause erosion of native soils and deposition of sediment on other 
properties or in receiving watercourses.  To avoid these problems, siltation control measures 

are taken such as: silt fencing, a mud mat at the construction entrance, catchbasin 
protection, and construction staging. 
 
The following will be included in the erosion/sedimentation plan: 

• Disturbed areas should be kept to a minimum and re-vegetated in a reasonable 
timeframe in order to minimize dust. 

• Maintenance of the installed erosion and sedimentation measures throughout the 
entire duration of construction, to ensure they are functioning as originally intended. 

 

Utilities 
 
The following utility companies have responded with their ability to service the 
development: 

• Orangeville Hydro 

o The area is serviced by overhead conductors, no immediate concerns were 
identified. 

• Bell Canada 
o Existing lines in the area are of sufficient size to service the development;  

• Rogers Cable 
o There are existing cable lines along Scott Street, Fiber Optic is also available; 

no concerns were identified. 

• Union Gas  

o No response at the time of this submission. 
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Conclusions and Recommendations 
 
The 0.53 hectare property is located at the corner of Crozier and Scott Street in the town of 
Grand Valley, County of Dufferin.  The majority of the subject site is presently a vacant field 

and a small area with the exception of the existing dwelling and driveway on the property 
front of Scott Street.  The existing single family dwelling is proposed to be demolished as 
part of the proposed onsite works. 

 
The proposed works are to include a residential development consisting of both townhouse 
and single detached dwellings serviced by a private condo road. 
 

One service connection for water and sanitary sewer will be required to service the site, 
both connected from existing municipal infrastructure located off of Scott Street.  The units 
are proposed to be serviced with individual service connections connected to the proposed 

150mm watermain extended into the site.  The proposed lots fronting Scott Street are 
proposed to be severed and will be serviced with individual connections.  An internal 
hydrant provides adequate flow and pressure as per MOE and municipal guidelines for 
firefighting supply.  Once water flow data becomes available for the junctions in the 

immediate vicinity of the site a detailed water distribution design should account for fire 
demand. 
 

Review of the sanitary and water services in the Town indicate there may be capacity issues 
and serviceability for the proposed development is unknown until the additional 
flows/demands are added to the existing municipal infrastructure model. 

 
The internal storm sewer on the site is proposed to be sized for the 5 year storm event and 
will discharge to the proposed stormwater management facility.  There are two proposed 
options for storm outlet from the facility that are to be considered.  The first option is to 

infiltrate all of the stormwater from the site and the second option is to pump stormwater to 
an existing storm sewer on Crozier Street. 
 

Stormwater management quantity control is required on the site.  Parking lot and paved 
surface runoff will be directed to an oil/grit separator to provide quality treatment prior to 
discharge to the culvert.  Further detailed information is included in the Final Stormwater 
Management Report submitted under separate cover. 

 
Post-development unattenuated flows exceed pre-development flows and, therefore, peak 
flow attenuation is required.  The proposed stormwater management facility meets the 

design objectives for water quality and water quantity (flood) control.  Various storm events 
up to the 100-year, 3-hour storm are attenuated to pre-development peak flow rates.  The 
Town should confirm the stormwater management quality and quantity criteria for the 
subject property. 

 
The Geotechnical Report indicates that native soils are conducive to infiltration.  Infiltration 
is recommended onsite to restore the pre-development water balance.  A water balance can 

be provided through the use of soak away pits and/or an end of pipe infiltrating facility.  A 
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final stormwater management plan will be detailed in a Stormwater Management Report 
submitted under separate cover. 

 
The locally high groundwater table will have impacts on the design and construction of the 
proposed retaining wall along the northern property boundary will be evaluated in the 
detailed design phase of the project. 

 
The detailed design should incorporate the conclusions and recommendations stemming 
from this preliminary design strategy. 

 
Agencies shall review and approve this brief as a suitable approach to proceed for detailed 
design for zone change site plan approval. 
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 Appendix A: Conceptual Site Plan 
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Appendix B: Conceptual Design 
Drawings 
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Appendix C: Calculations 
 
 

 
 

  



Pipe Velocities: 0.60 m/s min. (pipe full)

Project: 20 Scott Street 3.00 m/s max. (actual flow)

File: 4584 n= 0.013 all pipe material

Calc'd by: MJM

Date: Residential average daily flow (q): 450 L/cap/d Town of Grand Valley

 Chk'd by: JEL

Date: Unit extraneous flow (E): 0.2 L/s/ha Town of Grand Valley

q = average daily per capita flow (L/cap/d) Peaking Factor: Manning Equation:

I = Unit of peak extraneous flow (L/s/ha) M = 1 + 14/(4+(P/1000)^0.5) Qcap. = (D/1000)^2.667*(S/100)^0.5/(3.211*n)*1000 (L/s)

Q(p) = peak population flow (L/s) Q(p) = (P/1000)qM/86.4 (L/s) D: pipe size (mm)

Q(I) = peak extraneous flow (L/s) Q(I) = IA (L/s) ; where A = Area in hectares S: slope (grade) of pipe (%)

Q(d) = peak design flow (L/s) Q(d) = Q(p) + Q(I) (L/s) n: roughness coeffiecient

0.0052 (L/s/cap) 0.2

4 4 Peak Pop. Total Accum Extran. Design Length Size Pipe Slope Capacity Velocity Actual

From To Single Town Area Zone Density P Area P Area Factor Q(p) Area Total Q(I) Q(d) L D Mat'l S Qcap. V Q(d)/Qcap Velocity

Semi ID (pph) (person) (ha) (person) (ha) M (L/s) Area (L/s) (L/s) (m) (mm) (%) (L/s) (m/s) (m/s)

Site Scott St. 8 12 80 0.98 80 0.98 4.000 1.667 0.980 0.980 0.196 1.863 2.0 200 1.00% 34.221 1.055 5.4% 0.601

4 16 0.20 16 0.20 4.000 0.333 0.200 0.200 0.040 0.373 1.0 200 1.00% 34.221 1.055 1.1% 0.380

96 1.18 4.000 2.000 1.180 1.180 0.236 2.236 1.0 200 1.00% 34.221 1.055 6.5% 0.633

Scott Street

Total Site Discharge

Site

AccumulativeIndividual

PipeResidential Infiltration

22-Dec-17

3-Jan-18

Unit Count (ppu) Zoning (p/ha)

Sanitary Sewer Design Sheet

for

Town of Grand Valley

Ref# MOE ref num

Location

ME_V0117

K:\Projects\4584\60-Design\4584.SAN.dsn Page 1 of 1
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Appendix D: Geotechnical Report 
 

 
 





469.57 466.22

466.49 462.01

459.16 454.31

454.27 and 466.27m





Ex. 469.57
GW 466.22
Silt: 466.67
Pr. 463.15

Ex 466.49
GW 462.01
Silt: 464.36
Pr. 461.80

Ex 459.16
GW 454.31
Silt 453.67
Pr 460.80

Ex. 465.86
GW: N/A
Silt: 463.73
Pr. 462.60

Ex. 468.65
GW N/A
Silt: 465.75
Pr. 462.20

Ex 462.88
GW N/A
Silt: 460.75
Pr. 461.50

Ex 461.74
GW N/A
Silt: 459.61
Pr. 461.25

Ex 465.72
GW N/A
Silt: 463.59
Pr. 462.20

Ex 460.53
GW N/A
Silt: 455.63
Pr. 461.20

Ex 462.38
GW N/A
Silt: 460.25
Pr. 461.50

Ex 459.24
GW N/A
Silt: NA
Pr. 469.75Ex 459.28

GW N/A
Silt: NA
Pr. 461.50

Ex 458.95
GW N/A
Silt N/A
Pr 460.50

495.57 (TC San MH)

Updated Elevations Below

Updated by Meritech Engineering
Updated on: January 5, 2018
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